
English
We will be using two core 
texts in Term 3 - The 
Explorer and The Vanishing 
Rainforest. As both are set 
in the Amazon Rainforest, 
we will use these texts to 
explore the issue of 
deforestation and we will be 
writing both fiction and non 
fiction texts.

Maths
We will continue our 
learning in fractions at 
the beginning of Term 3. 
Following this we will be 
returning to 
multiplication and 
division, looking at 
efficient written methods 
for both operations.

Science
‘Animals and their Habitats’ 
is the name of our science 
unit. As part of this topic, 
we will be looking at the 
life cycles of mammals, 
amphibians, insects and 

birds native to South 
America. 

DT
Term 3 is our food unit! 

Children will be looking at the 
seasonality of vegetables, taste 
testing some and using them to 

make a stir fry. 

RE and PSHE
In RE, we are continuing our learning about Christianity and 

exploring the belief that God is Holy and loving.
Our PSHE learning will be focussed on Dreams and Goals and 

explores the role that careers and money play in our lives.
. 

Reminders:
- We are a Healthy School. Every child should 
bring a water bottle and wear their P.E.kit each 
Wednesday for their Dance and PE lessons.
- Please continue to encourage the children 
with completing their LKL. This consists of a 
CGP task, MyMaths, TTRockstars, recording 
their daily reading on Boom Reader and 
spelling practise. Thank you.

. 

Music
In music the children 
will be learning how to 
perform three chords 
on the Ukulele!

. 

Where Have All The Flowers Gone?
In Term 3, much of our learning will  be influenced by the continent of South America. Our 
Geography lessons in particular will take us on a journey across this beautiful continent, as 
we look at the physical and human features found in the twelve South American countries.


